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A comprehensive, multi-physics, two-phase model has been developed to simulate the polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFC). The developed model accounts simultaneously for electro-chemical kinetics and multi-component, multi-phase transport of species. A whole cell is considered, including all components of PEFC: flow channels, gas diffusion layers and catalyst layers for both electrodes, and the polymer electrolyte membrane. Model equations formulated in a single domain were built from the multiphase mixture model (i.e. M² model) for porous media; therefore the model does not require interfacial boundary conditions between the components of the cell.

A unique treatment of water transport through the membrane, which includes the various modes such as electro-osmotic drag and diffusion of water molecules, is included in the model; therefore it is able to provide comprehensive water management study, which is essential for PEFC operation in order to achieve high performance. In PEFC operation, the polymer electrolyte membrane must be kept hydrated in order to exhibit high proton conductivity. On the other hand, water is produced at cathode catalyst layer due to oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and condenses when it exceeds the saturation concentration in the gas phase. Liquid water then covers part of the active reaction surface and blocks the pores of gas diffusion layer for oxygen transport to reaction sites, thereby reducing the cell performance.

The developed model is solved by a commercially available CFD software, Fluent, which is customized with User Defined Functions (UDF). In this study, emphasis is placed on understanding the nature of vapor condensation and flooding phenomena in PEFC and their effect on performance. Two-phase transport phenomena and electrochemical kinetics in PEFC are discussed in detail, and the effects of humidification of inlet streams and surface characteristics of gas diffusion layers on performance are investigated. The model is validated with available experimental data with reasonable agreement.

It is found that capillary transport is the dominant transport mode in the two-phase region. Calculated current density for a serpentine flow field PEFC is given in Figure 1. Since oxygen concentration is higher, the maximum current density is seen near the inlet of gas channel. Therefore, the maximum amount of liquid water is generated near the inlet. This is where the maximum liquid saturation in gas diffusion electrodes is seen, as shown in Figure 2. Effect of two-phase transport on membrane hydration is also investigated. Figure 3 shows the water content of the membrane under two-phase conditions.

Moreover, the effect of the surface characteristics (i.e. surface tension and contact angle) on the liquid saturation distribution and flooding is discussed in detail.
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